THETREND

Sky planter, £24
furnish.co.uk

Hot pots

Dinosaur
planter, £10
etsy.com

Danish pot, from £24
bloomingville.com

IT’S FUNKY

Slate effect planters, from £9.99
homebase.co.uk

IT’S
THR
IFTY

‘Terracotta’
planter, £1
poundland.co.uk

Vondom Nano Adan
planter from £29.99
connectionsathome.co.uk

Geo Bowl planters, from £134
gardenhousedesign.co.uk
DeCastelli steel pot, £399
chelseagardener.com

IT’S
RITZ
Y

Dagna galvanised
planter, £210
outthereinteriors.com

Compiled by
Jane Stevens
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4

UP

>>CANVASSING OPINION
Deckchairs – a seasonal
seating feature for decades –
are making a comeback. The
new loungers are artworks in
the garden. Just practise your
entry and exit.
>>A CLOTHES THING When
a wardrobe’s not enough, the
new must-have in your en
suite bedroom is a dressing
room. Don’t precious threads
deserve a home of their own.
>>ANIMAL MAGNETISM
Maybe it’s the Rio effect but
exotic animals are appearing
everywhere from flamingoes
and monkeys to all-over prints
see Graham & Green’s Jungle
animal cocoon chair. Crazy
and comfy!
>>MOOD INDIGO When the
sun is shining it’s not easy
to contemplate winter… but
designers are asking you to
embrace cosy and enveloping
dark interiors.

SOSOUTH!

Ultraviolet Jelly Fish
deckchair, £99.99
www.in-spaces.co.uk
>>FIFTY SHADES…
Delightful when pristine, so
hotel chic – but oh so prone
to make up smears, dirty little
fingers etc. Going grey is just
inevitable.
>>ODOUR OH DEAR You
get what you pay for. There’s
nothing quite so pleasant as
a waft of luxurious scent in
a room and nothing quite so
unpleasant as the sickly smell
of a cheap scented candle.
>>SPACIAL AWARENESS
Is opening up the only way
for the modern family to
coexist? When every ground
floor of every home in south
west London looks the same.
What’s new?
>>NOT A HOOT Those cute
little owls are still roosting in
interiors shops. Tu-whit-tuwhy?

New from New York kids range
Oeuf – all in 100 per cent
wool – a range of characterful
cushions and rugs from £65
www.nubie.co.uk

4

DOWN

Kelohonka Luxis rug, £109.90
www.vallila.co.uk

By Jane Stevens
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